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SUMMARY
An investigation has been made in the Langley 20-foot free-spinnlng
tunnel to determine the erect and inverted spin and recovery character-
istics of a 1/30-scale dynamic model of a twln-Jet swept-wing fighter
airplane.
The model results indicate that the optimum erect spin recovery
technique determined (simultaneous rudder reversal to full against the
spin and aileron deflection to full with the spin) will provide satls-
factory recovery from steep-type spins obtained on the airplane. It is
considered that the airplane will not readily enter flat-type spins,
also indicated as possible by the model tests, but developed-spin con-
ditions should be avoided inasmuch as the optimum recovery procedure may
not provide satisfactory recovery if the airplane encounters a flat-type
developed spin. Satisfactory recovery from inverted spins will be
obtained on the airplane by neutralization of all controls. A 30-foot-
diameter (laid-out-flat) stable tail parachute having a drag coefficient
of 0.67 and a towline length of 27.9 feet will be satisfactory for emer-
gency spin recovery.
*Title, unclassified.
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An investigation has been made in th_ Langley 20-foot free-spinning
tunnel to determine the spin and spin-recovery characteristics of a
1/30-scale dynamic model of a twin-Jet, s_ept-wing, all-weather fighter
airplane, the F4H-1.
The erect and inverted spin and recovery characteristics were inves-
tigated for the combat loading. The size of a spin-recovery tail para-
chute required in case of emergency was d._termined.
In addition, an evaluation has been made herein of possible Reynolds
number and spin-tunnel technique effects _nd a brief discussion is inclu-
ded of results of parallel tests made on 0.13-scale radio-controlled
models dropped from a helicopter.
SYMBOLS
CD
b
S
m
IX, Iy, Iz
parachute drag coefficient
wing span, ft
wing area, sq ft
mean aerodynamic chord, ft
ratio of distance of cen_er of gravity rearward of
leading edge of mean a(rodynamic chord to mean aero-
dynamic chord
ratio of distance betweexL center of gravity and fuselage
reference line to mean aerodynamic chord (positive when
center of gravity is below line)
mass of airplane, slugs
moments of inertlaabout X, Y, and Z body axes, respec-
slug.ft 2
mb'
Iy _ Iz
' mb 2
yawing-moment p_:ameter
inertia rolling-moment parameter
Iz - I_"
mb 2
V
¢
;inertia _i£chin_m_e_i_ •p_r'_me_e_
full-scale true rate of descent, fps
air density, slug/cu ft
relative density of airplane,
pSb
angle between fuselage reference llne and vertical
(approximately equal to absolute value of angle of
attack at plane of symmetry), deg
angle between span axis and horizontal, deg
full-scale angular velocity about spin axis, rps
MODEL AND TESTING TECHNIQUES
The 1/30-scale model of the McDonnell F4H-I airplane was furnished
by the Department of the Navy and was prepared for testing by the Langley
Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
A three-view drawing of the model as tested is shown in figure 1. A
photograph of the model is shown in figure 2. Figure 3 is a sketch
showing the dimensions and location of strakes added to the nose for some
of the tests. The strake identifications were assigned by the manufac-
turer. Several strafe configurations were tested and are indicated in
the chart presenting these results. The dimensional characteristics of
the airplane are presented in table I.
The lateral control system of the airplane includes spoilers as well
as trailing-edge ailerons. Experience has indicated that spoilers on the
upper surface of the wing are ineffective for control during developed
spins, so the model was equipped only with ailerons. An evaluation of
spoiler-type lateral controls on a spinning model is reported in refer-
ence 1.
The model was ballasted to obtain dynamic similarity to the airplane
at an altitude of 2_,000 feet (p = 0.001065 slug/cu ft). The mass charac-
teristics for the loadings of the airplane and for the loading tested on
the model are presented in table II. A remote-control mechanism was
installed in the model to actuate the controls and sufficient torque was
applied to the controls to reverse them fully and rapidly for the recov-
ery attempts. Controls were set with an accuracy of ±l °.
4The following" _o_ma% m-e_rm_- c_u_cr.o::@e_l°edti_s: "(_measured__erpen-
dicular to the cok_ro,!:h_ng_ ]Cifie_)j4er_@_uze_ _krri_ _h_ test p_o_ram:
Rudder deflection, deg:
Right .............................. 30
Left .............................. 30
Horizontal tail deflection for longitudinal control
(trailing edge), deg:
Up ............................... 21
Down .............................. 9
Horizontal tail deflection for lateral control (as investigated on model,
trailing edge), deg:
Up ............................... 70
Down .............................. 15
Aileron deflection, deg:
Up ............................... 0
Down ............................. 30
Spin-tunnel tests are usually performed to determine the spin and
recovery characteristics of a model for the normal spinning control con-
figuration (longitudinal control full up, lateral controls neutral, and
rudder full with the spin) and for various other lateral and longitudinal
control combinations, including neutral and maximum settings of the sur-
faces. Recovery is generally attempted by rapid full reversal of the
rudder, byrapid full reversal of both rudder and longitudinal control,
or by rapid full reversal of the rudder simultaneously with deflection
of ailerons to full with the spin. The particular control manipulation
required for recovery is generally dependent on the mass and dimensional
characteristics of the model (ref. 2). Te:!_ts are also performed to eval-
uate the possible adverse effects on recow_ry of small deviations from
the normal control configuration for spinn:Lng. For these tests, the
longitudinal control is set at either full up or two-thirds of its full-
up deflection, and the lateral controls ar._ set at one-thlrd of full
deflection in the direction conducive to slower recoveries, which may
be either against the spin (stick left in a right spin) or with the spin,
depending primarily on the mass characteri_tlcs of the particular model.
Recovery is attempted by rapidly reversing the rudder from full with the
spin to only two-thlrds against the spin, :)y reversing the rudder to two-
thirds against the spin and moving the longitudinal control to either
neutral or two-thlrds down, or by simultaneously reversing the rudder to
two-thlrds against the spin and moving the ailerons to two-thlrds with
the spin. The control configuration and m_nipulatlon used is referred
to as the "criterion spin," with the particular control settings and
manipulation used being dependent on the mass and dimensional character-
istics of the model.
._O_nsfor _ecoverv are mG_sur_N/Tom5n_ _}m_ _he controls are moved
to th_ime the_sp_D rotatfion:_eas_s. ",R_cS_e_:cha_ahteristics of a model
are generally considered satisfactory if recove_a_tempted from the cri-
terion spin in any of the manners previously described is accomplished
1
within 2[ turns. This value has been selected on the basis of past expe-
rience as determined from spin-recovery data of full-scale airplanes that
are available for comparison with corresponding model test results.
General descriptions of model testing techniques, methods of inter-
preting test results, and correlation between model and airplane results
are presented in reference 2.
Model spln-recovery information as _resented in the charts includes
the following notation: For recovery attempts for which the model did
not recover within lO turns, the recovery was recorded as _. When a
model recovered without control movement (controls maintained with the
spin)_ the results were recorded as "no spin."
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of tests with the model loaded to simulate the combat
loading (loading 2 in table II) are presented on charts 1 and 2 and in
table III. Spins to the pilot's right and left were similar, and the
data are arbitrarily presented in terms of right spins.
Erect Spins
Basic model.- As indicated in chart l, two types of developed spins
were obtained during the tests of the model. Developed spins of the
flatter type were possible throughout the range of control deflections;
these spins were characterized by a high rate of rotation, generally 0.5
revolution per second (full-scale) or higher. For this flat-type spin,
control-surface deflections during the spin and for recovery had rela-
tively little effect on the spin. The other type of developed spins were
steeper and more oscillatory. These spins would persist only when the
longitudinal control was full up and the lateral controls were either
neutral or against the spin. At any other control setting the steep spin
would not persist and the model recovered without control application
(indicated as "no spin" onthe charts).
Satisfactory recovery was obtained from the steep spins in the normal
spinning control configuration (longitudinal control full up, lateral
controls neutral, and rudder full with the spin) by simultaneous rudder
reversal to full against the spin and deflection of ailerons to full with
the spin (stick _ht.! iil a_r_gh_- sp_im_i- _b_s"_.pi_i_r_'c_veryte_ique
will be satisfac_ x.$n_ i_ _eco_nm_2_d_d la_. &h_ °o_|m'u_ controll _ovement
for recovery from the steeper-type spins of the airplane. This technique
was, however, inadequate for recovery fronL the flat-type spins.
It should be noted that the optimum control technique for recovery
calls for holding stick full back for the initial recovery control manip-
ulation. It is felt that special mention should be made concerning use
of the longitudinal control, since the wrc_ng impression may be obtained
by observing the results of chart 2 at face value. As pointed out previ-
ously, the steep spin was obtained only for stick-back positions. How-
ever, this does not mean that after the spin is developed, the stick-
forward position will be effectiye for recovery. As pointed out in
reference 2, stick-forward positions for mass loadings similar to those
of the full-scale airplane, in general, c_se the spin to increase in
rate of rotation. Some brief tests were conducted on the spin model in
the tunnel to determine the effects of fo_ard motion of the stick on both
the flat and steep developed spins (results not presented in charts).
When the stick was moved forward for the flat spin, there was no differ-
ence in the model spinning characteristicE. When the stick was moved
forward for the steep spin, the model continued spinning up to ll turns
before the model entered a dive. These results indicate that movement of
the stick forward for either spinning condition is not advisable. In
addition, since forward stick positions would tend to increase the spin
rate, the possibility of the airplane golr_g into the flat spin may be
made even easier. It is recommended therefore, that the stick be held
fullback as part of therecovery control technique, thereby assuring a
slower spin rate from which recovery is e_sier than from a higher spin
rate. At some point when recovery is imm_nent, the stick should be moved
forward to avoid the possibility of entering another spin. The exact
time and sequence of the stick-forward movement will have to be obtained
from tests on the airplane.
Effect of nose strakes.- In an effort to obtain satisfactory recovery
from the rapidly rotating flat-type splnsj the effect of extending strakes
on the nose of the model in conjunction w_th flight control surface appli-
cation was evaluated. The size and locations of the strakes investigated
are shown in figure 3. Chart 2 includes results ln which recovery was
attempted by reversing rudder to against _he spin, deflecting ailerons
to with the spin, and extending strakes oz_ one and on both sides of the
nose of the model. As indicated in the c_art, the strakes had an anti-
spin effect, but satisfactory recovery wa_ still not obtained for any of
the strake configurations investigated.
Effect of modifications.- The influerce of various modifications on
the spin and recovery characteristics of the model was briefly investi-
gated during the test program. These results are not presented in chart
form. Tests were made in which the leadlzg-edge flaps were deflected,
. °.
the _p_ed brak_slwefe ext_nde_'; _e _s_i_'r_was extended, or the
Infr6_d seeker was in_ta_le_.': _s_m_oneh_ ar_ shown in figure i.
None of these conditions appreciably affected the model spin character-
istics. Techniques used to supplement the primary flight controls for
recovery attempts from the flat-type spin included extending large panels
representing the refrigeration equipment compartment doors of the air-
plane, differential deflection of the horizontal tail, extending a slat
on the outboard side of the nose, and deflecting the trailing-edge flaps
in conjunction with the ailerons. The results of the tests indicate that
an antispin effect was provided by differential deflection of the tall
surfaces, but consistently satisfactory recoveries were not obtained even
by extreme (85 ° ) differential deflections of the horizontal tail. The
other devices mentioned were ineffective for recovery from the flat spin.
Gyroscopic effects of ensine rotation.- The angular momentum of the
rotating components of the engines at 7,900 rpm was simulated by a fly-
wheel installed in the model. Rotation of the flywheel was simulated for
both left and right spins. The results (not presented in chart form)
indicate that there was little significant influence on the spin and
recovery characteristics of the model for either direction.
Inverted Spins
Brief tests of model inverted spins indicated that the spins were
steep and in many cases a developed spin was not obtained. The results
of the inverted spin tests (not presented in chart form) indicate that
satisfactory recovery was obtained by rudder neutralization. It is
recommended that recovery from inverted spins encountered by the airplane
be attempted by neutralization of all controls.
Spin-Recovery Parachute Tests
The results of spin-recovery tail-parachute tests are presented in
table III. Flat-type stable parachutes were used throughout the inves-
tigation. Canopy dimensions indicate the laid-out-flat diameter, and
drag coefficients are based on laid-out-flat area. The table indicates
that a stable parachute 30 feet in diameter having a drag coefficient
of 0.676 and a 27.5-foot towline will insure recovery by parachute action
alone from any possible spinning condition which may be encountered by
the airplane. If a parachute with a different drag coefficient is used,
a corresponding adjustment in canopy size will be required.
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Interpretation of spin-tunnel model test results may be affected by
tunnel testing technique and Reynolds number, particularly for some modern
high-speed designs. The tunnel testing tecnnlque, as pointed out in
reference 2, involves launching the model by hand into the tunnel in a
flat attitude with high rotation. In this technique, a flat spin would
be more readily obtainable in the tunnel than would be likely for the
airplane using flight spin-entry techniques. Therefore, in order to get
a more realistic evaluation of the spin-entry characteristics, a O.13-scale
nonpowered radlo-controlled model was dropped from a helicopter and flown
into the spin (ref. 3). The radio-controlled model test results indicated
that, although two types of spins are possible, the probability of the
airplane entering the fast flat spin is SOH_what remote and that the steep
spin would llkelybe obtainable. In general, the fully developed spin
and recovery characteristics obtained from the radio-control tests were
in agreement with the model results obtained in the spin tunnel.
The shape of the fuselage forward of the leading edge of the wing
may have considerable effect on the way in which a modern high-speed
fighter airplane may spin. As pointed out in reference 2, the nose por-
tion of the fuselage may be "damping" or "propelling" depending on the
cross-sectlon shape of the nose and the Reynolds number. In order to
determine the Reynolds number effects of the design of this investigation,
static force tests were made on models for a range of Reynolds numbers
(ref. 4 and unpublished dat_). These force-test results indicated that
the nose portion of the fuselage will be slightly damped at both model
and full-scale Reynolds numbers. It is considered, therefore, that the
spin-tunnel results obtained on the model _pere not affected by Reynolds
number.
Recommended Recovery Procedure
Based on the results of this investig_tion and on results of
reference 3, the recommended control manipulation technique for erect
spln-type maneuvers encountered by the full-scale airplane is rudder
reversal to full against the spin and simultaneous aileron deflection
to full wlth the spin (stick right in a ri_t spin) with the stick maln-
talned full back until recovery appears i_inent. It is considered that
the airplane will not readily enter a flat spin, but inasmuch as the pos-
sibility exists, any developed spin condition should, as far as possible,
be avoided. It is recommended that intentional spinning without emer-
gency recovery devices not be attempted. Extreme caution should be exer-
cised during flight near the stall region, and the pilot should be alert
for, and immediately initiate recovery fr_n, any possible inclplent-spin
9"- • - v i
maneuve_:_ncount6r_d:by _o"v'4.men_'Df":the:_'u_l.d,e'r "_o:oppose the rotation and
deflect'i'crn of the-aile2onz _Ith'Y.h_._o+_Gti_°(_n_dder l_ft and stick right
for right turn).
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
From a free-spinning tunnel investigation of a 1/30-scale dynamic
model of a twin-Jet swept-wing fighter airplane at a simulated test altl-
tude of 2_,000 feet, the following results are considered applicable to
the spin and recovery characteristics of the corresponding airplane:
i. The optimum spin recovery control manipulation technique deter-
mined for this airplane is simultaneous rudder reversal to fullagalnst
the spin and deflection of ailerons to full with the spin (stick right
in a right spin). This procedure will provide satisfactory recovery from
steep erect spins but will not be adequateif the airplane encounters a
flat-type developed spin indicated as possible by the model results.
2. It is recommended that the spin not be allowed to develop fully
on this airplane and that recovery be initiated as soon as a spin is
indicated. Recovery'should be attempted by full reversal of the rudder
to against the spin and simultaneous deflection of the ailerons to full
with the spin.
5. Satisfactory recovery from airplane inverted spins will be
obtained by neutralization of all controls.
4. A 30-foot-diameter (lald-out-flat) stable tall parachute having
a drag coefficient of 0.67 and a towline length of 27.5 feet will be
satisfactory for emergency spin recovery.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field , Va., November 4, 1960.
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TABLE 'I .[ _IMENSION_L C IST'LCS_0F. "FUI_-_CAL_ A_PLANE
"- -_- • • ut Ww . g
Overall length, ft ......................... 55.99
Wing:
Span, ft ............................. 38.41
Area (theoretical), sq ft .................... 530.00
Area (including leading-edge extension), sq ft .......... 538.34
Root chord (center line of airplane), in ............. 282.00
Tip chord (theoretical tip), in .................. 47.00
Mean aerodynmmic chord, _, in ................... 192.90
Leading edge of _ rearward of leading edge of root chord, in. . . 110.76
Aspect ratio ........................... 2.82
Taper ratio ........................... 0.167
Sweepback of 25 percent chord, deg . . .. ............ 45.00
Dihedral (inboard base line 160.0), deg ............. 0
Dihedral (outboard base line 160.0), deg ............. 12.00
Incidence, deg .......................... +i.00
Airfoil section:
Root (center llne of airplane) ........ Modified NACA 0006.4-64
Tip (theoretical) .............. Modified NACA 0003.0-64
Aileron:
Area (one side) rearward of hinge llne, sq ft ......... 15.08
Span (one aileron)(from 44.5 percent b/2 to
6710 percent b/2), ft ........... 4.55 (22.5 percent b/2)
Inboard end chord
(base line 105.24 in.), in .......... 37.81 (21.5 percent c)
Outboard end chord
(base line 159.44 in.), in .......... 54.58 (27.6 percent c)
Horizontal tail:
Area (in chord plane), sq ft ................... 94.70
Movable area, sq ft ....................... 77.40
Span, ft ............................. 8.85
Aspect ratio ........................... 5.30
Taper ratio ........................... 0.20
Sweepback of 25 percent chord, deg ................ 55.50
Dihedral, deg ........................... 15.OO
Root chord (at airplane center line), in ............. 107.OO
Tip chord (theoretical), in .................... 21.40
Airfoil section:
Root (airplane center llne) .......... Modified NACAO00}.7-64
Tip (theoretical) ............... Modified NACA 0003.0-64
Vertical tail:
Area (theoretical, above water llne 66.5), sq ft ......... 67.50
Span (water llne 66.9 to water llne 145), ft ........... 6.575
Taper ratio ........................ . . . 0.227
Boot chord (water llne 66.5), in ................. 207.15
Tip chord (water llne 145), in .................. 47.10
Sweepback of 25 percent chord, deg ................ 58.50
Airfoil section:
Root (water llne 66.5) ............ Modified NACA 000_.0-64
Tip (water llne 145) ............. Modified NACA O002.5-64
Rudder:
Area (rearward of hinge line), sq ft ............... 11.07
Hinge-llne location, percent of water line chords ........ 80.00
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TABLE IlI .- S_IN-RECOVERY P_ DATA OBTAINED WI_ _E 1/_O-SCALE _40r_L _ FIGEI_R AIRPIARE
CModel _Llues converted .to full-ecale values_
P_hute dr_ Towline Rt_ler Aileron Horizontal tail
Parachute coefficient, leftnt_h, deflection, defleetion_ Aefleetion
_II., f_ CD deg deg (trailing edge up),deg
=, V_ _, Turns for
deg fps rps recovery Re_krke
_.5 0.657
•5 o.6_7
.o 0.627
27.5 0.676
27.5 0.676
_0.0 0.666
zz._ 0.652
_.5o 0._
32.5 _0 vtth 10 a_alnst
)2.5 _0 vith 10 against
_2.5 _O wl_h 10 8_I_nSt
27.5 _0 VI_ 10 _n_t
52.5 _0 vlth 10 q_In, t
27.5 _0 vith 10 _a1_It
_0.0 _0 with to 10 s_alnet
20 qslnst to 20 with
_0.0 _0 with to 10 a_lnet
2O a_tn_t to 20 with
Flat erect spins
8_eep erect spins
77 _9
77
77 262
77 259
7T _9
77 _9
a81, 91 269
a81, 9] 269
o._8 _, _, _,>Z_
1 1
o.__,2_-_,,,,_2'
0.1_ 1_ 1_, 2
0,_ 1_ _ 2
0._ %, 1_, 2
o. 2_2_2b2_
o_ _ i__2 2_
_'T.5
L:K).O
_0.0
_0.0
o._,
o.66_.
0.6_
0.6_,_
0.66_
o.68_
27.5 _o with 1o s_tn_t
.'_2.5 )o v_th o
toO
52.5 _0 vi_ 10 a_n_
lm_.e_ epine
oS
o9
=9
67= to 1ol0.2?1, 2_,,
67 270 to ]10 0.27 :L_, 1_., 2_, 21'_ >212
2_o_ _zo027 _'1,z}, _}
_7 = to,_oo.27_ _,2>,_
17.5
_0.0
52.5 _0 with 0
3_.5 _0 with o
_.._ _o vSth 0
_0, 66 ]ZO to ]]_ (a)
_0, 66 ]1o to _5_ (a)
%o, 66 51o to 3_ (e.)
eondttlone
_, I, i_, >, AlSO "no ipin'oo_ditlonI
k_1_2
eeillstory Jpin rsn4ie of values iliwen.
tar short glide model starts turnln_ o4p_ln.
eRelatl_e to the Sround.
dllot 4we.liable,
14
. . . • a . . -
_Reeovery attempted by simultaneous rudder reversa,, to fu3_l _lnst
the spin and movement, of ailerons to full with tLe spin unless
otherwise indicated (recovery nttempted frc_ an t developed-spin
data presented for_ rudder full vith _pins)_
L _ _
F_B-Z Rrect s, muiated
Slats Altitude
L_, 000 ft
Model values converted to full scale
Looding (see table II ) 2
Combat
Desired center-of-grovity position
31.9 percent
U:inner wing up D-inner wing down
" /-,° ,"
Horizontal tail No
_/_np _ I0_|'Pin
" I
a,b f
NO • Ailerons full against
spin _ (stick left)
21 D
262 o._1 No
spin
i_ J.!
ash
v
e_b g
Iii Two ocmdltlcm_ p_|slble.
Osell_atory spin_ range or average vm.lues given.
Model entered • glide.
Recovery •tte®pted by ei_ultenec_w reversal of rudder to 2/_ wit) the spin
l_d _ovement of ellerons to 2/_ against the spln.
l;I Model entere_ , dive.Nodal spun flat for approxi_tely _0 turns then entered • steep _pin followed
by an inverted dive.
g) Model entered an inverted dive.
F_odel spun steep for approximately i0 turns then entered a dive.
i) Model recovered in e_ inverted dive.
J ) Model recovered in an erect dive.
Ailerons
full trAth
(stick right )
n_c
No
spln
• ,h b
_o 0 ._
spin 0._8
6U
7_ 5 D
spin
(deg)
(fps) (rps)
Turns for
recovery
D
..... 6_A_ 2.-_SPIN AND, RECOV_bCHAR&C_ER_STICS. e._ T-E }_ODEL
ailerons to full wlth the_s'p_n, end extension 8fmspecT/i_ stra_ uhl._, o_1_rwise indicated
(recovery attempted frcm_ and developed spin data presented for rudder-f_ll-wlth spins),
strakes are 7.9 in. (full-scale) Below fuselage reference line_-_
Attitude'
Spin direction
Rl_t
Airplane
F4H-I Erect
Slats Altitude
_,ooo ft
Model values converted to full sca_e
6U
86 6n
_7_ o.5_
b
6_, 7_ 8trake I5Inboard
! S_rake I20
8j i_ inboard
81 7 u
91 T D
______+_____
270 [0.%
d
Strike I
m i nt_urd 9
d 1 d
8_, _ Strafe Iinboard 20
1 i
_,_21 Strake I5both sld_s
N,d_ str. I_both sides
Ailerons _ a_tlnst
(stick left)
Borisont41 t_ll
278 Io._1
h
. .Str_k. I_
Inboard"
Loading , _ (see table_)
c_b_t i
Desired center- of-gray ty location
31.9 percent
U-inner wing up D-inner wing down
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Figure 1.- Three-vlewdrawlng of the model. (Center-of-gravity position
indicated is for the combat loading.)
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Figure 3.- Sketch showing size and locati_n of strakes 19 and I20.
Dimensions are inches, full-scale values.
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